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UNIT  - 1 PLANT  LIFE  

                          Leaf ---the food factory of PLANT  

Dear Students, 
From this lesson one , we will search to 

some hard word and we will also write the 

meaning of it together . 

1. Herbs  :  very short plants with soft stem are known 

as Herbs , example : tomato , brinjal , Basil , Tulsi , 

Coriander  , Mint. 

2. Shrubs: Medium sized plants  which are bushy with 

woody stems known as Shrubs , example : rose , 

sunflower  , China rose,  etc. 

3. Trees  : Plants  which are  very big with Woody 

stem are known as trees . example :Mango , Neem , 

Gulmohar , coconut tree .  

4. Climber:   some plants have very weak stem . They 

need support to      climb  and spread their leaves to 



receive sunlight for their growth .these plants are 

known as climber : example :money plant ,  etc.  

5. Nodes : a part on the stem where leaf arises . 

6. Internode  : the part of the stem between two 

successive  is known as internode.  

7. Photosynthesis  : all leaves are green except a few 

leaves have a wonderful pigment called the 

chlorophyll it help in making food out of air water 

and sunlight by a process known as photosynthesis  

8. Root system: the part of a plant that is 

underground it help in anchoring and absorption of 

water and Minerals from the soil . 

9. Shoot system : the part of a plant that can be seen 

outside and help in bearing branches leaves and 

fruits . 

10 . Glucose  : the major food that is made by the 

plant during photosynthesis is glucose . 

 

TO BE CONTINUE.......        

• IN H.W. SAME WORK LEARN AND 

WRITE . 


